the Alumni Notes have been discontinued as the Technology Review covers that field far more thoroughly than was possible for us; the office of Managing Editor was created in place of Assistant Editor-in-Chief, and the paper has benefited by having one man in charge of the routine work; a new department, The Week, has been started, and we feel sure it is appreciated by our readers; and The Lounger is in great danger of passing out into the night and becoming merely a memory. We confess that we do not think THE TECH is any the worse for lack of a Lounger, but it remains with the subscribers and non-subscribing readers to demand a Lounger if they wish that feature retained. So much for the past. In the future THE TECH will try to keep abreast of our growing college life aiding its development in every way possible; it will aim to keep track of everything that Tech undergraduates are doing and if it fails no one will be so sorry as the editors. Each week the object will be to publish all the news it is possible to collect and in addition some article of general interest. We feel sure that the body of the paper will be as good as any of the past numbers and our ambition is to make it the equal of any college paper, but about the editorial page we are not so confident. We feel that we are or should be the voice of the student body and shall endeavor to make the student body have the same feeling; whatever is unworthy of Institute men we will oppose and everything that tends to make more friendly the relations between the Faculty and the students will be supported with all our might. We do not expect to reach the acme of perfection; we do not hope to realize the ideal of a college paper; but we do intend with your support to publish a paper not unworthy of old M. I. T.

THE HONOR SYSTEM.

THE Senior Class has definitely decided to abandon the attempt to secure a trial of the honor system in examinations. The reason given is that at present the system cannot be put into practical operation without the hearty co-operation of the entire class, and as a great many men do not approve of its introduction, it has seemed best to lay it aside for the present. Doubtless on some future occasion it may seem best to request for its introduction, under changed conditions, or when there is a very general approval of the plan, but at present the sentiment in both Senior and Sophomore Classes, where votes have been taken, is very evidently opposed to its adoption.

NONE BUT THE BEST!

THE Hockey Association having found that its financial condition will not warrant the expense of building and running a rink has wisely decided not to send out a Tech Hockey Team this year. This is a step in the right direction; if the men of the Institute do not wish to contribute to the support of a team it is far better for that team to disband or, as the Hockey Team will do, finish its season, but not as a Tech team. This does not in the least excuse the man who can help support a team and is not willing to; but let us send out no more teams that have not had coaching and practice equal to those of any college.

Examination schedule, but it was felt that the schedule was one of the most important features. We regret that the delay prevented us from advertising properly the Indoor Meet, as we had intended to do.